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The First Cultural and Creative Vacation Hotel in the Mainland of China 

The Lalu, Qingdao is located on the long peninsula in district Hangdao, Qingdao, and the 

peninsula is 1km long from south to north, over 900m wide from east to west, against Mt. Phoenix, 

surrounded by sea on three sides. The primitive rock, beach, coastline, and unique local abalone 

pond remains on the peninsula. 

The Lalu, Qingdao is the first cultural and creative vacation hotel for Shining Group in the 

mainland of China, which is the first super five star hotel. Total basement area is about 141,500m2 

and total floor area is 145,000m2, total investment of the project is nearly five hundred million 

dollars. The Lalu is including 160 suites of rooms, 41 sea villas, 30 sea duplex villas, international 

conference center (ICC) which contains over 80 tables, top banquet hall, 

Chinese/French/Japanese/Italian restaurant, Exquisite Square, wedding church above the sea, 

outdoor swimming pool, Lalu SPA, gyms, hot spring and luxurious vacation facilities. 
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The LALU of Qingdao and Taiwan 

The LALU, reminds people of famous LALU, Sun Moon Lake of Taiwan, which can represent 

super star hotel in Taiwan in the international vacation hotels. LALU has occupied Sun Moon Lake 

for over one century. In 1901, Mr. Ito, a Japanese national, built a wooden chalet on the present 

Hanbi Peninsula as a vacation home and named it "Han Bi Lo". In 1923, the Japanese Crown Prince 

Hirohito made an inspection tour to Taiwan and selected the "Han Bi Lo" as his retreat. In 1949, the 

Nationalist Government withdrew to Taiwan and the Lalu was converted into a retreat for late 

President Chiang Kai-shek. The building was used as vacation lodging and for the reception of 

foreign heads of state. The Lalu is a well-known brand of super star vacation hotel, therefore, a large 

amount of riches from all over the world are attracted to go there for their holiday. Thus, it is 

estimated as ‘the most yearning vacation resort’.   

 Another Ultimate Artwork from International Designer 

The Lalu, Qingdao was designed by Kerry Hill, the world-renowned architect from Australia. His 

architectural designs can be found in Southeast Asia, Australia, Japan, and America, and his 

specialty is the design particularly on exclusive resort hotels such as the Lalu Sun Moon Lake in 

Taiwan, Amankora in Bhutan, The Datai in Malysia, Amaniwa, Amanumi, Aman at Cypress Hyogo in 

Japan, Amam, Gocek in Turkey, Aman New Delhi in India, Aman, Dibbeen in Jordan, Aman Resort, 

Cavtar in Croatia, The Chedi, The serai in Indonesian, Amanusa in Bali, The Cbedi in Chiengmai, 

Thailand and Desert Palm in Dubai etc, which are highly evaluated by the global well-heeled 

shoppers.  
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Kerry Hill refers to the architectural form of the Lalu as “Ongoing Style” which connotes a 

unique “progressive” style. This architectural style appears fresh and new and is characterized by a 

high intrinsic value even after 10 or 20 years. Besides extreme simplicity and Zen style of LALU, 

Taiwan, Shandong culture and literature creation element is poured in it. Everything but the beams, 

pillars, and floor planks of the original six-story palace-like structure was removed and renovated. 

The building was divided into three wings based on the different purposes. Wing A houses the guest 

rooms, while Wing B offers recreational facilities such as the SPA, gym, and Members Club. Wing C 

contains the villa area, conference facilities, a library, and a parking lot. The hotel presented itself to 

its guests with a brand-new look and vacation ambience on March 3, 2002. Delicate layout and 

smart idea makes Lalu unique and elegant, therefore, the lalu, Qingdao maybe lead tourism to 

exquisite vacation era. 

 

Lite-Puter: New model of Intelligent Hotel 

The hotel intelligent facilities in Lalu are top class in domestic hotels, which can be the model 

of intelligent hotel. For example, the TV in the guestroom can control the air conditioner, curtain 

and lights, also, TV menu, reservation service and audio/video entertainment can be offered in 

room. Intelligent TV of ‘smart e-room’ interprets guestroom intelligence in Lalu with extreme way, 

and explains the concept of hotel intelligence for Lalu, moreover, the guest here will feel the future 

intelligent life. 

The whole intelligent control in charge is global famous brand Lite-Puter intelligent control 

system, and the application site contains the public area in Lalu (e.g. ICC, top banquet hall, 

Chinese/French/Japanese/Italian restaurant, Exquisite Square, wedding church above the sea, 

gyms,), all suites and Presidential suites. 

Lite-Puter products used in public area are mainly EDX-1205/EDX-1210 series (12CH/DC 0-10V 

integrated dimmer pack), and its features are 12CH removable type design, hot plug design without 
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changing module when power off so as to satisfy the special demand of 24-hour-opened hotel. The 

other function: can set dimming /switch/0-10V analog (LED) mode, can set dimming curve due to 

the lamp type, overheat protection/temperature control fan, etc. With appointed product glass 

touch panel by the special-designed hotel, functional hotel guestroom control system is 

harmonious, and with fine touch operation, the desired effect comes from over 30 year hotel 

control experience. 

Every revolution and transformation of Lalu attract everyone and present fashion. Maybe after 

a hundred years, when later people write another one hundred years of Lalu history again, the Lalu 

of Sun Moon Lake, Qingdao, Nanjing and Chengdu will turn their leading role. In the stream of 

history, Lalu is already a part of eternity. 

 

Location Qingdao, Shandong 

Place Intelligent control of LALU (including public area, hotel guestroom and 

presidential suite) 

Lighting Control Lite-Puter Lighting Control System 
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